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Voca 정리

01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라

① take place Vs take the place         

② As to pieces 

③ save face

④ naval Vs navel

⑤ public relations

⑥ on speculation

  :He designed steam warships and naval big guns, on speculation, for the 

American and    French navies in the 1840s and 1850s, but failed to win 

contracts for them.

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오

①[          ] :  [          ] this pesticide sparingly to your lawn and backyard.

②[          ] :  The graph above shows the total number of children [         

 ]ed in 

   state-funded pre-K in "the Big Four" from 2001 to 2011.

③[          ] :  He is [          ] for the presidency.

④[          ] :  The National Conservation Poster Contest is open to 

kindergarten 

  through grade twelve. Posters [          ] through three judging levels : local, 

state and 

  national. 

   
 proceeds, apply, radical, honor, end, enroll, dairy, tackle, mourn, chronic, 

 due, eligible, regarding, conventional, account, account for, advance
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⑤[          ] :  As a boy he developed an interest in flight through reading 

the science 

  fiction of French novelist Jules Verne and [          ]s of Leonardo da Vinci's 

designs 

  for helicopters.

⑥[          ] : [          ] posted email addresses, the percentage of 2012 

was three 

  times higher than that of 2006.

⑦[          ] : They are prepared to use violence in pursuit of their [          

]s.

⑧[          ] : A [          ] illness or disability lasts for a very long time. 

Compare 

  acute.

⑨[          ] : All [          ]s from this event will benefit the Farmington 

Chamber of 

  Commerce Scholarship Fund for Farmington High School students.

⑩[          ] :  If you [         ] someone who has died or [        ] for 

them, you are 

  very sad that they have died and show your sorrow in the way that you 

behave.

⑪[          ] : Additional taxes should be paid by the [          ] date.

03.[s        ]

  :India's GNP is expected to [          ] the States' in 2018.

04.[f         ] 

  :A geographical [          ] is something noticeable in a particular area of 

country, for 

  example a hill, river, or valley.
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05.[i        ] 

  :We [        ] a monthly newsletter. A weak trembling sound [        ]d 

from his lips.

06.[p         ]

  :A [          ] in a book, speech, or piece of music is a section of it that 

you are   

  considering separately from the rest. He reads a [          ] from Milton.

07.[t          ]

  :The [          ] of a tree is the large main stem from which the branches 

grow.
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01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라

①go to extraordinary lengths     

    

②commercial break     

③if any/ if ever

④induce Vs deduce Vs deduct   

⑤make use of 

⑥anything but Vs nothing but

⑦temper temperament temperance temperature

⑧take into account

⑨self centered, self employed, self-made

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오

①[         ] : if something is done against your [         ], it is done even 

though you 

   do not want it to be done. 

 excess, weird, confine, attribute, abstract, consent, exclude, consistent,

 frown,  short-tempered, advent, disrupt, edge, reproduce, compatibility, 

 subjectivity, company, override, will, cast  
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②[         ] : An [         ] that happy people have for building physical 

resources is 

   how well they deal with unexpected, difficult events. 

③[         ] : In addition, people excluded from groups were, almost by 

definition, 

   unlikely to [         ] themselves. Thus the solitary hunters were, most likely, 

no one's 

   ancestors, even if they did manage to live out a normal lifespan.

④[         ] : The [         ] of the Internet has the potential for bringing 

about a 

   situation in which everyone is our neighbor in a small, electronically 

mediated global 

   village. 

⑤[         ] : smile produces a pleasant state by lowering brain temperature. 

Conversely, 

   [         ]ing decreases blood flow, producing an unpleasant state by raising 

   temperature.

⑥[         ] : Thus, smart people believe [         ] things because they are 

skilled at 

   defending beliefs they arrived at for nonsmart reasons.

⑦[         ] : History shows that new communications technologies strengthen 

some 

   forms of interpersonal communication while [         ]ing others. 

⑧[         ] : What characterizes the social lives of humans is the intense 

interest we 

   show in each other's doings. We spend literally hours in each other's [       

  ], 

   stroking, touching, talking, murmuring, being attentive to every detail of who 

is doing 

   what with whom.

⑨[         ] : [         ] is used to describe amounts that are greater than 
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what is 

   needed, allowed, or usual.

⑩[         ] : Temperament refers to a person's characteristic manner of 

thinking, 

   behaving, or reacting. An effective and satisfying partnership depends on the 

   [         ] of the partners' temperaments. 

⑪[         ] : Crucially, brain scans show that during calculations activity is not 

merely   

   [       ]d to the left hemisphere, but is also present in the visual, auditory, 

and motor 

   areas of the brain.

⑫[           ] : Indeed, [         ]ing is difficult for people in every discipline.

03.[n        ]: In Descartes' time, many people assumed that human behavior 

was 

   governed entirely by free will or "reason." Descartes disputed this notion and 

proposed 

   a dualistic model of human [n        ]

04.[s        ]: They agreed to try to [s        ] their dispute by negotiation

   He has now [s        ] d permanently in London.

   I took a pill to help [s        ] my nerves.

05.[d        ]: If you [d        ] an illness, or if it [d        ] s, you become 

affected by 

   it. The test should identify which smokers are most prone to [d        ] 

lung cancer

06.[c        ]: Each year, about 1 out of every 20 hospitalized patients [c       

 ]s an 

   infection in a U.S. hospital, and the resulting toll is very surprising.
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07.[c        ]: He [c        ]d of the first truly portable computer in 1968.

   A mother who already has non-identical twins is more likely to [c        ] 

another set 

   of twins.

08.[b        ]: If you become unhappy because someone in a room or in your 

class or in 

   your group of friends is smarter than you, better looking than you, or richer 

than you, 

   you are [b        ] to be unhappy all of your life because inevitably 

someone will be 

   smarter, richer, etc.

09.[d        ]: Develop your best talents and do not [d        ] on what you 

are not 

   good at. 

10.[p        ]: Eleanor Roosevelt [p        ] it well, "No one can make you feel 

inferior 

   without your consent." So don't consent to it.   

11.[s        ]: A [s        ] is twenty or approximately twenty; A [s        ] of 

countries 

   may be producing or planning to obtain chemical weapons.

   : The [s        ] of a piece of music is the written version of it.


